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Abstract—This paper introduces a novel sparse Bayesian
machine-learning algorithm for embedded feature selection in
classification tasks. Our proposed algorithm, called the relevance
sample feature machine (RSFM), is able to simultaneously choose
the relevance samples and also the relevance features for regression or classification problems. We propose a separable model
in feature and sample domains. Adopting a Bayesian approach
and using Gaussian priors, the learned model by RSFM is sparse
in both sample and feature domains. The proposed algorithm is
an extension of the standard RVM algorithm, which only opts
for sparsity in the sample domain. Experimental comparisons
on synthetic as well as benchmark data sets show that RSFM
is successful in both feature selection (eliminating the irrelevant
features) and accurate classification. The main advantages of
our proposed algorithm are: less system complexity, better
generalization and avoiding overfitting, and less computational
cost during the testing stage.
Index Terms—Joint feature selection and classifier design,
relevance features, relevance sample feature machine (RSFM),
relevance samples, sparse Bayesian learning.

I. Introduction

I

N RECENT years, sparse kernel-based learning methods
have been widely used for supervised learning applied
to the regression or the classification problems. In supervised learning, given a training set of input and output pairs
M
{xn , tn }N
and tn ∈ R for the case of
n=1 , in which xn ∈ R
regression or tn ∈ {0, 1} for the case of binary classification,
the objective is to predict the output t ∗ for an arbitrary new test
input x∗ . The kernel-based methods predict the output based
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on a function y(x) that is a linearly weighted combination of
some kernel functions centered on each training point, i.e.:
y(x|w) = w0 +

N


wn K(x, xn )

(1)

n=1

in which w = (w0 , w1 , . . . , wN )T is the weight vector of
the linear model and K(x, xn ) is a generally nonlinear and
predetermined kernel function. The number of parameters
(weights) and the number of training vectors in this model are
the same. However, the sparse kernel-based learning methods
avoid overfitting by imposing some additional constraints on
the parameters. Therefore, the learned parameters result in a
sparse model which is dependent only on a subset of kernel
functions and their corresponding training vectors.
The support vector machine (SVM) [1] and the relevance
vector machine (RVM) [2] are two principal cases of the
sparse kernel-based learning methods. The SVM results in
a sparse model by solving an optimization problem that
attempts to minimize a measure of error on the training set
while simultaneously maximizing the margin between the two
classes. The selected training vectors in the SVM paradigm are
called support vectors. The RVM results in a sparse model
by assuming a zero-mean Gaussian prior with a different
variance for each weight and a flat Gamma prior on the
hyperparameters (variance of the weights) that results into
an implicit (marginalized) prior over the parameters with a
Student-t distribution. The selected training vectors in the
RVM paradigm are called relevance vectors. As mentioned in
[2], the RVM offers some advantages over the SVM. Since the
RVM offers a Bayesian framework, the prediction of the RVM
for regression or classification is probabilistic. Moreover, the
RVM results in a sparser model compared to the SVM, and
facilitates utilizing arbitrary kernel functions.
In the RVM-based regression, the output is modeled with
tn = y(xn )+n , in which n is a zero-mean Gaussian noise with
precision (inverse of variance) β. Therefore, the probability
density function (PDF) of the output corresponding to a
test input x given w and β will be normal: p(t|w, β) =
N (t|y(x|w), β). In the RVM-based classifier, the probability
that a test input x belongs to a specific class (e.g., t = 1) given
w will be modeled with p(t = 1|w) = σ(y(x|w)), in which σ(y)
is a sigmoid logistic function. The RVM assumes zero-mean
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independent Gaussian priors for the weights, and introduces
hyperparameters α = (α0 , α1 , . . . , αN )T as precisions of priors
for the weights. In order to obtain the final sparse model, the
RVM estimates the hyperparameters α (and β in the regression
case) by maximizing the marginal likelihood p({tn }N
n=1 |α) (or
p({tn }N
n=1 |α, β) in the regression case). During the learning procedure many of αi s tend to infinity, and thus the corresponding
weights highly packed around zero. The corresponding kernel
functions of these weights can then be pruned from (1) and
sparsity is realized. Success of RVM in regression and classification has been proven in many applications; for example, in
hand motion recognition [3], pose estimation and tracking [4],
scaling text classification[5], 3-D human pose recovery from
silhouettes [6], detection of clustered microclassifications for
mammography [7], classification of gene expression data [8],
[9], detection of activations for neuroimaging [10], real-time
tracking [11], object detection in scenes [12], and mimicking
human visual understanding in the cardiac defect detection
task [13], [14], [15].
The classic RVM is a top-down approach. In other words,
it begins with the full model including all of the training
samples and prunes the irrelevant samples in each iteration.
Fast RVM introduced in [16] is an incremental version of the
RVM that starts with an empty model and in each iteration
based on a criterion adds the relevant and informative samples
or omits the irrelevant ones to finally achieve the learned
model. In the fast RVM, there is a concern of convergence
to a suboptimal model. Therefore, the available computational
resources and the size of the training data set determine which
version (classic RVM or fast RVM) to be used. Multiclass
RVM presented in [17] is another extension to the classic
RVM (which is a binary classifier) and addresses the multiclass
recognition problems. In [17], two multiclass classification
algorithms mRVM1 and mRVM2 were introduced. While the
mRVM1 is an incremental algorithm based on the fast RVM,
the mRVM2 employs the top-down approach.
In supervised learning, sparsity is an important and desirable
property because of two reasons. First, sparsity controls the
complexity of the model and avoids overfitting. Second, predicting with sparse model is computationally highly effective.
The RVM finds a sparse subset of training samples, relevance
samples, and employs a linear combination of kernels centered
at these relevance samples for the regression or classification
task. Each input sample in supervised learning consists of
several features. However, the RVM is neither designed nor
capable of identifying a subset of features (as sparse as possible) that is most informative for the regression or classification
task. In this paper, we present the relevance sample feature machine (RSFM) that simultaneously finds the relevance samples
and the relevance features. In other words, RSFM performs
joint feature selection and classifier design simultaneously.
Therefore, our proposed method, RSFM, benefits from sparsity
in two domains, the samples and the features.
The idea of simultaneously finding the sparse set of samples
and the sparse set of features is inspired by a theory in
psychology of the human mind in recognizing visual objects.
This theory states that in the process of learning a new visual
object, the human mind does not memorize the whole object
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but only recalls some important discriminative and informative
features of that object [18], [19], [20]. Rephrasing this theory
for the binary classification task, we can say that the human
mind keeps some informative features or perhaps views of
some samples of two visual objects to perform classification.
This simple theory serves as an inspiration for updating the
RVM to simultaneously select the relevance samples and the
relevance features (informative views) in the classification
task.
Simultaneous selection of relevance features and classifier
design during training process leads to what is known as embedded methods in feature selection [21]. Very few embedded
feature selection methods for kernel-based classifiers exist in
the literature [22], [23], [24], [25]. In [22], a joint classifier and
feature optimization (JCFO) technique is introduced in which
feature selection is performed by defining a kernel function
with a separate scaling factor for each feature and applying a
sparsity prior to the corresponding scaling factor. The JCFO
model is


N

p(y∗ = 1|x∗ ) = φ w0 +
wi Kσ (x∗ , xi )
(2)
i=1

where φ(.) is the Gaussian cumulative distribution function
and Kσ (x, xi ) is a kernel function with scaling parameter σ.
Two examples for these kernels are rth order polynomial:
r

L

Kσ (x∗ , xi ) = 1 +
(3)
σk x∗k xik
k=1

and Gaussian radial basis function (RBF):
 L


Kσ (x∗ , xi ) = exp −
σk (x∗k − xik )2 .

(4)

k=1

Recently, a joint feature selection and classifier learning
(JFSCL) is introduced in [23]. The JFSCL is also an embedded
method for feature selection and classification that performs
this task by optimizing a global loss function that includes
a term associated with the empirical loss and another term
corresponding to feature selection and regularization constraint
on the parameters. This loss function is an extended loss
function for RVM
() = L(D, w, v) + λ(x1 + σkd (v)1 )

(5)

where σkd (v) controls activation of features. The JFSCL uses
Boosted Lasso (BLasso) algorithm [26] for optimization of
this loss function.
In our proposed RSFM learning method, each input Xi in
the training set is considered as a set of several features Xi =
{xi1 , xi2 , . . . , xiL }. The prediction is based on a function y(Xi )
that is a linear combination of some kernel functions centered
at features of training point.
⎛
⎞
K(x∗1 , x11 ) · · · K(x∗L , x1L )
⎜
⎟
..
..
..
y(X∗ |w, λ) = wT ⎝
⎠ λ (6)
.
.
.
K(x∗1 , xN1 )

···

K(x∗L , xNL )

where w and λ are the weights of the linear model. The
weights for samples are incorporated in w, and the weights
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for features are included in λ. We place independent zeromean Gaussian priors on both w and λ to promote sparsity
and also derive the inference of the newly defined Bayesian
model.
As illustrated in (2)–(4), JCFO achieves feature selection through adjusting the kernel parameter σ, while JFSCL
achieves this by adding a term to the RVM cost function as
shown in (5). In contrast, our proposed method introduces
a new separable model illustrated in (6) with two sets of
parameters for feature selection (λ) and classifier design (w).
RSFM is more capable in comparison with the JCFO since
RSFM has a kernel scaling parameter (σ for Gaussian kernels)
which is not used for feature selection and so can be employed
for improving the performance. Furthermore, RSFM is capable
of employing multikernel methods that have already shown
their usefulness in improving the classifier performance, for
example, in SVM [27], [28] or RVM [29], [12]. In addition,
JCFO uses a conjugate gradient algorithm for optimization of
the scaling vector σ that results in a high computational cost
and possibly convergence problems. The model and approach
of the JFSCL is completely different from our proposed
method in the sense that it just adds a new term to the cost
function of RVM and optimize it using BLasso. In contrast, we
propose a new separable kernel-based model and also present
its Bayesian inference. As reported by the authors in [22]
and [23], both JCFO and JFSCL suffers from computational
complexity, which makes them impractical for large training
data sets, while the computational complexity of RSFM, which
uses EM-based optimization (expectation maximization), as
evaluated by our extensive experiments is almost the same as
RVM.
In [24], a feature selection method for SVM is presented.
This method uses gradient descent algorithm for minimization
of error bounds in the SVM. Another embedded feature
selection approach is presented in [25] for the SVM (weighted
SVM) using a convex energy-based framework for joint feature selection and classification. The weighted SVM exhibits
promising results both for feature selection and classification
performance. In addition to JCFO and JFSCL, RSFM is
also compared with these two extensions on the SVM. Our
performance evaluations demonstrate that the RSFM performs
very closed to the mentioned works on the SVM but it has
the advantages of probabilistic prediction and sparser trained
model both in feature and sample domains.
The main advantages of the proposed RSFM method in
comparison to the RVM can be summarized as: 1) simultaneous determination of relevance features and relevance
samples (joint feature selection and classifier learning and
sparsity in two domains), 2) lower system complexity, 3) better
generalization and thus avoidance of overfitting, and 4) lower
computational cost during normal operation of the algorithm
(testing stage).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present our proposed model, the RSFM, and our inference
algorithm for both the regression and classification tasks.
Section III includes evaluation results and comparison of the
RSFM with other state-of-the-art methods on two synthetic
data sets, three small benchmark data sets, a large benchmark
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data set for handwritten digit recognition, two high dimensional gene expression data sets and also our generated data
set for object recognition. Finally, our conclusion is presented
in Section IV.

II. Relevance Sample Feature Machine
In this section, we will detail the inference procedure of the
proposed RSFM for regression and classification tasks.
A. Model Specifications
Let {Xn , tn }N
n=1 denote the set of input-output pairs, where
Xn is a set of vectors representing the nth input sample and
tn is the corresponding output value of the nth sample. We
assume that Xn includes L features Xn = {xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnL }.
Note that each {xnj }Lj=1 is a M × 1 vector. We incorporate
the RVM model to realize our goal of determining the most
relevance samples and the most relevance features. To that
end, we consider target values as the samples of the model
tn = y(Xn ; w, λ) + n

(7)

where n ’s are i.i.d. samples of a zero-mean Gaussian noise
with variance σ 2 = β−1 . Vectors w = [w1 , w2 , . . . , wN ]T
and λ = [λ1 , λ2 , . . . , λL ]T are model adjustable parameters.
Our aim is to find the optimum values of these parameters.
Therefore, a mixture kernel-based model is proposed as
N 
L


yn = y(Xn ; w, λ) =

wi k(xnj , xij )λj = wT n λ

(8)

i=1 j=1

where k(xnj , xij ) is a kernel function applying over the j th
feature of the nth and ith input samples of the data set and n
is a N × L matrix defined as

sample1

n =

sample2

..
.
sampleN

⎛

feature1

feature2

···

featureL

k(xn1 ,x11 )

k(xn2 ,x12 )

···

k(xnL ,x1L )

···

k(xnL ,x2L )

⎜ k(xn1 ,x21 )
⎜
..
⎝
.
k(xn1 ,xN1 )

k(xn2 ,x22 )

..
.

..

k(xn2 ,xN2 )

···

..
.

.

⎞
⎟
⎟.
⎠

(9)

k(xnL ,xNL )

Equation (9) shows a matrix where each row is corresponding to an input sample of the data set and each column
is associated with one of the L features extracted from
that particular sample. Substituting (9) in (8) would clearly
illustrate the role of the adjustable vector parameters of w and
λ. This formulation is shown in the following:
⎡

k(xn1 ,x11 )
⎢
⎢ k(xn1 ,x21 )
⎢
yn =[w1 ,w2 ,... ,wN ]⎢
..
⎢
⎢
.
⎣
k(xn1 ,xN1 )

···
···

..
···

⎤
λ1
⎥⎢ ⎥
⎢ ⎥
k(xnL ,x2L ) ⎥
⎥⎢ λ2 ⎥
⎢ ⎥
.. ⎥
⎥⎢ . ⎥.
⎢.⎥
. ⎥
⎦⎣ . ⎦
k(xnL ,x1L )

.

⎤⎡

k(xnL ,xNL )

(10)

λL

As (10) shows, the proposed model is designed to be
separable with respect to w and λ. w determines the relevance
samples in the data set, while λ determines the relevance
features of those samples. We assume that the priors of the
adjustable parameters w and λ are statistically independent.
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Low complexity is modeled with sparsity of the adjustable
parameter vectors w and λ. This sparsity property, in addition
to reducing model complexity has other advantages such
as decreasing computational cost in the testing phase and
preventing overfitting during the training step.
Conditional distribution of each output sample, assuming
Gaussian distribution for noise, is written as
p(tn |Xn ) = N (tn |wT n λ, σ 2 ).

(11)

Due to the assumption of independent tn ’s, the likelihood
of the entire data set can be written as:
p(t|w, λ, σ 2 ) = (2πσ 2 )−N/2 exp

t − Y2
2σ 2

(12)

where
Y = [wT 1 λ, wT 2 λ, . . . , wT N λ]T .

(13)

Note that direct maximization of (12) will lead to overfitting
that does not yield the desired sparse solution for w and
λ. To solve this problem, we take a Bayesian perspective
approach and define prior distributions with hyperparameters
on w and λ. We consider a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
with a corresponding variance for each parameter vector of
w and λ. Fig. 1 illustrates a graphical representation of the
proposed model. Therefore,
N (wi |0, α−1
wi )

=
i=1
N

αw
− 21
(2πα−1
exp{− i (wi − 0)2 }
wi )
2
i=1
 N

1
1
N
T
= (2π)− 2 ( αw2 i ) exp{− w Aw w}
2
i=1

=

(14)

and
L

p(λ|αλ )

N (λi |0, α−1
λi )

=
i=1
L

αλ
− 21
(2πα−1
exp{− i (λi − 0)2 }
λi )
2
i=1
 L

1
1 T
2
− L2
( αλi ) exp{− λ Aλ λ}
= (2π)
2
i=1

=

Graphical model of RSFM.

zero (i.e., a flat Gamma) that consequently results into Studentt marginalized priors over w and λ.
B. Inference
The posterior distribution of unknown parameters of the
proposed model is described as
p(w, λ, αw , αλ , σ 2 |t) = p(w, λ|t, αw , αλ , σ 2 )p(αw , αλ , σ 2 |t).
(16)
The first term on the right hand side is further extended as

N

p(w|αw )

Fig. 1.

(15)

=
[αw1 , αw2 , . . . , αwN ]T and αλ
=
where αw
T
[αλ1 , αλ2 , . . . , αλL ]
are hyperparameter vectors in
which an individual hyperparameter αwi (precision of
wi ) is associated independently to the weight wi and,
in the same way, an individual hyperparameter αλj
(precision of λj ) is associated independently to the
weight λj . Also Aw = diag(αw1 , αw2 , . . . , αwN ) and
Aλ = diag(αλ1 , αλ2 , . . . , αλL ) denote the diagonal matrices of
the hyperparameters of w and λ, respectively.
For the hierarchical prior of the model, we place Gamma
distributions over hyperparameters αw , αλ and β−1 = σ 2 .
Similar to the approach in [2], in order to achieve sparsity in
w and λ, we place the parameters of Gamma distributions to

p(t|w, λ, σ 2 )p(w, λ|αw , αλ )
p(t|αw , αλ , σ 2 )
p(t|w, λ, σ 2 )p(w|αw )p(λ|αλ )
=
p(t|αw , αλ , σ 2 )
p(w, λ|t, αw , αλ , σ 2 ) =

(17)

by using Bayes’ rule and benefiting from the assumption on
the independency of w and λ parameters. The numerator of
(17) can be calculated by using (12), (14), and (15). The
denominator of (17) is the integral of the numerator with
respect to variables w and λ. Unfortunately, this integral cannot
be calculated analytically. The following equation shows a
relation that we will later use to substitute the second term
on the right hand side of (16).
p(αw , αλ , σ 2 |t) ∝ p(t|αw , αλ , σ 2 )p(αw , αλ )p(σ 2 ).

(18)

Reliability and validity of such replacement is comprehensively described in [2].
With the assumption of uniform distribution for
p(αw , αλ )p(σ 2 ), we use type II maximum likelihood
method [2] to determine the most probable values for αw , αλ ,
and σ 2 denoted as αwMP , αλMP and σ 2 MP , respectively. Such
task requires calculation of p(t|αw , αλ , σ 2 ) that is analytically
incomputable. In the RVM, the posterior over weights is
Gaussian and available in closed form, however, introducing
λ in the proposed model breaks that up and the posterior over
w and λ is not analytically available anymore. Therefore,
we used Laplace method [30] to approximate the posterior
over w and λ as a production of two Gaussian distributions
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over w and λ as explained in details in the following. To
present calculations in a compact form, (7) and (8) are used
to represent the formulation in a way that incorporates all the
N training samples in one equation as
tN×1 = [wT 1 λ wT 2 λ . . . wT N λ]T + N×1 .

(19)

Representation of (19) in the following will help us to
demonstrate later analysis in a simpler manner.
wN×L = [T1 w T2 w . . . TN w]T =⇒ t = w λ + . (20)

In the same way, we can calculate μw and w by differentiating (24) with respect to w assuming λ to be fixed.
β
w = ( Tλ λ + Aw )−1
(28)
2
β
μw = w Tλ t.
(29)
2
Employing (25)–(28), the power term in (23) can be written
as
−E{w, λ}

λN×N = [1 λ 2 λ . . . N λ]T =⇒ t = λ w + . (21)
Considering the independency of w and λ and substituting
(12), (14), and (16) in (17) results in
p(w, λ|t, αw , αλ , β)p(t|αw , αλ , β)
= p(t|w, λ, β)p(w, λ|αw , αλ )
N
β2
1
1
2
2
=
2N+L |Aw | |Aλ |
(2π) 2
β
. exp{− (t − w λ)T (t − w λ)
2
− 21 wT Aw w − 21 λT Aλ λ}

(22)

in which β = σ −2 is the noise precision (inverse of variance).
Using the Laplace method [30], we approximate the posterior p(w, λ|t, αw , αλ , β) on the left side of (22) with quadratic
terms with respect to w and λ. Notice that the mean vector
μw and the covariance matrix w of w will depend on λ,
and conversely, the mean vector μλ and the covariance matrix
λ of λ will depend on w. To solve this problem, we use
an iterative Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm so that
in each step one of the variables w or λ is considered to
be constant and the covariance matrix and mean vector of
the other variable is computed. Comprehensive derivations of
(μw , w ) and (μλ , λ ) will be presented in the following.
The power term of the right side of (22) can be expressed
in two ways.
−E{w, λ}  − β2 (tT t − 2tT w λ + λT Tw w λ)
− 21 λT Aλ λ − 21 wT Aw w

(23)

−E{w, λ}  − β2 (tT t − 2tT λ w + wT Tλ λ w)
− 21 λT Aλ λ − 21 wT Aw w

(24)

where (23) assumes a fixed w, and, in the same manner, (24)
assumes a fixed λ.
In order to determine μλ , (23) is differentiated with respect
to λ and the result is set to zero. To obtain λ (23) is
differentiated twice with respect to λ, and then negated and
inverted to yield the covariance matrix of λ.
β β
μλ = ( Tw w + Aλ )−1 Tw t
(25)
2 2
β
(26)
λ = ( Tw w + Aλ )−1
2
Using (26), we can simplify (25) as
β
μλ = λ Tw t.
(27)
2

1
= − (w − μw )T −1
w (w − μw )
2
1
− (λ − μλ )T −1
λ (λ − μλ )
2
1 2 T
β T
− t t + β t λ w Tλ t
2
8
1
+ β2 tT w λ Tw t
8
1
= − (w − μw )T −1
w (w − μw )
2
1
− (λ − μλ )T −1
λ (λ − μλ )
2
1 T 2
T −1
− [t ( IN + λ A−1
w λ ) t]
2
β
2
1
T −1
− [tT ( IN + w A−1
λ w ) t].
2
β

(30)
Using determinant identity we can write the left side of
(22) as
1

p(w, λ|t, αw , αλ , β)p(t|αw , αλ , β)
= Nw (μw , w )Nλ (μλ , λ )
2N
2
T − 21
.
IN + λ A−1
N
N |
w λ |
(2π) 2 β 2 β
2
T − 21
(31)
.| IN + w A−1
λ w |
β
1
2
T −1
. exp{− [tT ( IN + λ A−1
w λ ) t]
2
β
1
2
T −1
− [tT ( IN + w A−1
λ w ) t]}
2
β
where Nw (μw , w ) denotes a normal distribution on w with
mean of μw and covariance of w and Nλ (μλ , λ ) denotes a
normal distribution on λ with mean of μλ and covariance of
λ .
C. Hyperparameters Optimization
The type II maximum likelihood method for hyperparameters optimization can be written as
{αw , αλ , β}MP = argmaxαw ,αλ ,β L

(32)

where
L = log{

1 |A||β−1 I

2N

2
T − 21
| IN + λ A−1
w λ |
(2π) β β
2
T − 21
.| IN + w A−1
λ w |
β
1
2
T −1
. exp{− [tT ( IN + λ A−1
w λ ) t]
2
β
1
2
T −1
− [tT ( IN + w A−1
λ w ) t]}}.
2
β
N
2

N
2

+ A−1 T | = |β−1 I||A + βT |

(33)
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Algorithm 1 Relevance Sample-Feature Machine

and by determination of αwMP , αλMP and βMP

{Xn , tn }N
n=1

Input: D =
where Xn = {xn1 , xn2 , . . . , xnL }:
training data set; N = the number of samples, L = the number
of features for each sample.
Output: model parameters: relevance samples, relevance features and their corresponding weights (w, λ); variance of noise
(σ 2 ).
Initialization: Initialize αw and αλ .
Iterate
Calculate w , μw , λ and μλ based on equations (26)-(29).
Update αw , αλ , β based on equations (34)-(36).
if αwk > Certain Big Value
Omit kth sample from relevance samples.
if αλk > Certain Big Value
Omit kth feature from relevance features.
Terminate
when maximum changes in αw and αλ in two consecutive
iterations are less than a certain small value.

2
p(t ∗ |t, α
wMP , αλMP , σMP )

2
p(t ∗ |w, λ, αwMP , αλMP , σMP
)

=

Since the terms in the integral are Gaussian, the integral can
be calculated simply as
2
p(t ∗ |t, αwMP , αλMP , σMP
) = Nt ∗ (y∗ , (σ 2 )∗ )

(39)

y∗ = μTw ∗ μλ

(40)

(σ 2 )∗ = trace{w T } + μTw ∗ λ ∗ μw

(41)

where

and

where N×L is obtained from Cholesky decomposition of
matrix ∗ (λ + μλ μTλ )∗T , i.e.,
∗ (λ + μλ μTλ )∗T = T .

Since there is no closed-form solution for this problem,
an iterative EM method is utilized [2]. Equation (33) is
differentiated with respect to logαwi and the result is set to
zero. By using the method in [2] we obtain the following
update equations:
γwi
αnew
,
γwi = 1 − αwi wii .
(34)
wi =
μ2wi
In the same way, we obtain
γλi
αnew
,
γ λi = 1 − α λ i
λi =
μ2λi

β

new

=

1
t
4

−

N


γw i −

i=1

L


− λ μw 2 + 41 t − w μλ 2

E. RSFM for Classification
It is straightforward to derive the RSFM for the task of
classification from the regression described in the previous
section.
In the case of binary classification, the posterior probability
of membership in one of the classes should be predicted for
a new input data. Following the method described by Tipping
[2], a sigmoid function σ(y) = 1+e1−y is used to generalize the
linear model (1) as
N

γλ j

j=1

(36)

.

n=1

where tn ∈ {0, 1}. We use the model y = λ w or y = w λ,
with two sets of unknown parameters (w and λ) that is an
extended version of what Tipping has used in [2] with only
a single set of parameters. Therefore, our update equations
become

D. Prediction
After training of the parameters, the optimum values for
hyperparameters are employed to obtain the posterior distribution conditioned with αwMP , αλMP and βMP . Therefore, the
output distribution of t ∗ corresponding to the test data X∗ can
now be obtained as


p(t |t) =

=

p(t ∗ |w, λ, αw , αλ , σ 2 )
.p(w, λ, αw , αλ , σ |t)dwdλdαw dαλ dσ
2

[σ(y(xn , w, λ))]tn [1 − σ(y(xn , w, λ))]1−tn (43)

p(t|w, λ) =

Therefore, the learning algorithm consists of iterating (34),
(35), and (36) in addition to updating (26), (27), (28), and
(29) as described in Algorithm 1. Note that use of the EM
method guarantees convergence only to a local optimum.

∗

(42)

(35)

λii .

Finally, differentiating L with respect to logβ and equating the
result to zero yields
N
2

(38)

2
.p(w, λ, |αwMP , αλMP , σMP
, t)dwdλ.

where B
σ{y(xn )}].
We are
multiclass
likelihood

w = (Tλ Bλ + Aw )−1

(44)

μw = w Tλ Bt

(45)

λ = (Tw Bw + Aλ )−1

(46)

μλ = λ Tw Bt

(47)

= diag[β1 , β2 , . . . , βN ] and βn = σ{y(xn )}[1 −
currently extending the proposed method to the
case using the standard multinomial form for the
as
N

p(t ∗ |w, λ, αw , αλ , σ 2 )p(w, λ|αw , αλ , σ 2 , t)
.p(αw , αλ , σ 2 |t)dwdλdαw dαλ dσ 2 ,

K

σ(yk (xn , wk , λk ))tnk

p(t|w, λ) =

2

(37)

(48)

n=1 k=1

where K denotes the number of classes and the output yk
corresponds to the kth class and has its own coefficients wk
and λk and associated hyperparameters αwk and αλk .
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III. Evaluation Results
In this section, the proposed method is evaluated on five
types of data sets: 1) two synthetic data sets to show the ability
of RSFM against the curse of dimensionality and elimination
of irrelevant features, 2) three real benchmark data sets from
UCI machine learning repository2 to compare the performance
of RSFM with other existing algorithms, 3) a large publicly
available data set3 , 4) two high dimensional gene expression
data sets and 5) our generated data set to test RSFM on human
cognitive based object recognition.
A. Results on Synthetic Data
In the first set of experiments, the performance of RSFM
in presence of irrelevant features is evaluated in two scenarios
by testing on two sets of synthetic data. The first scenario
evaluates the robustness of RSFM against increasing number
of irrelevant features on a linear classification problem. The
second one is an evaluation in the presence of noisy features
on a nonlinear classification problem.
1) Linear problem: In the first scenario, the robustness of
RSFM is evaluated against increasing the number of irrelevant
features. To illustrate this, a set of synthetic data is generated.
This data set consists of two Gaussian classes with unit
variance and means
1 1
μ1 = −μ2 = [ √ √ 0 0 
. . . 0]T .
2 2

Fig. 2. Comparison of classification performance between JFSCL, JCFO,
RSFM, and RVM using the synthetic data.

(49)

p-2 zeros

Independently of feature dimensionality p, the optimal
classifier for this data set is linear and the optimal Bayes error
rate is given by φ(−1|0, 1) = 0.1587. This optimal classifier
only uses the first two dimensions of the data.
Fig. 2 compares the performance of RSFM with three other
existing algorithms on this data set. All of these algorithms are
trained using 200 samples (100 samples from each class) and
are tested on 500 samples from each class. The average error
rates over 20 random samples for each data dimension are
reported in Fig. 2. The curves of JCFO and JFSCL in Fig. 2
are reproduced using the results reported in [22] and [23]. As
Fig. 2 illustrates the influence of adding irrelevant features
to RVM confuses the classifier, while the proposed method
keeps almost a constant error rate that is very close to the
Bayes error rate. Performances of feature selection methods
JCFO, JFSCL, and RSFM are almost the same against adding
irrelevant features. The minimum error rate belongs to JCFO
in this experiment. This result is predictable because this set
of synthetic data is well designed for the JCFO with linear
kernel as reported in [22].
2) Nonlinear problem: In the second scenario, a nonlinear
synthetic data set is generated similar to [24]. This data set
consists of 52-dimensional samples in which two dimensions
of 52 are relevant features and the rest of the features are
noisy and irrelevant. The data is produced as follows: for the
first class, the first two features {x1 , x2 } are drawn from two
distributions N(μ11 , ) and N(μ12 , ) with equal probabilities
2 Available
3 Available

at www.stats.ox.ac.uk/pub/PRNN.
at www.cs.toronto.edu/ roweis/data.html

Fig. 3. Comparison of classification performance between RSFM, RVM,
SVM, FS-SVM, and weighted SVM using the synthetic data.

where μ11 = {− 43 , −3}, μ12 = { 43 , 3}, and
= I. Similarly,
for the second class, the first two features are generated from
two normal distributions with equal probabilities and means
of μ21 = {3, −3} and μ22 = {−3, 3}. The rest of the features
xi , i = 3, ..., 52 are noisy and drawn from a normal distribution
N(0, 20). Classes 1 and 2 are equi-probable.
Fig. 3 shows the performance results with RSFM and four
other related algorithms, SVM, RVM, feature selection for
SVM (FS-SVM) [24] and weighted SVM [25]. The curves
in Fig.3 are the average test error rate of 30 runs over a
testing set of 500 samples for different training set sizes. The
results show that RVM and SVM are highly misled with 50
noisy features so that they cannot classify the samples at all
and the error rate is around 50%. In contrast, the embedded
feature selection methods, including RSFM, FS-SVM [24],
and weighted SVM [25] overcome the problem by eliminating
the noisy features performing the classification task properly.
As depicted in Fig.3 RSFM outperforms the method presented
in [24] in classification performance for even small training
sizes. The performance of RSFM is very close to weighted
SVM, however, RSFM has the advantages of sparser trained
model and probabilistic prediction.
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TABLE I

C. Results on Handwritten Digit Recognition

Accuracy of Diagnostic Classification With Benchmark Data
Sets in Terms of Number of Errors
Classifier
Linear discriminant [32]
Neural network [33]
Gaussian process [33]
SVM [32]
Logistic regression [33]
RVM [2]
Sparse probit regression [31]
JCFO [22]
RSFM

Pima
67
75
67
64
66
65
62
64
66

Crabs
3
3
3
4
4
0
0
0
0

WBC
19
N/A
8
9
N/A
9
9
8
9

B. Results on Benchmark Data Sets
In the second set of experiments, the performance of RSFM
is evaluated using a set of benchmark data sets for nonlinear classifier. These three data sets are the Pima Indians
diabetes, the Leptograpsus crabs, and the Wisconsin breast
cancer (WBC). The details of these data sets can be found in
[31]. The Pima data set consists of 532 samples with seven
measured features for each sample. Similar to the reported
experiments in the literature [22], [23], [31], we used 200
predefined samples for training and 332 samples for testing.
In the crabs data set, there are 200 samples and five geometric
measurements for each sample. In this case, we used 80
predefined samples for training and 120 remaining samples
for testing. In the WBC case, there are 569 samples in the
data set and 30 numerical measurements for each sample. In
this problem, 300 predefined samples are used for training and
269 samples for testing. To apply RSFM to these problems,
we normalized the input data to zero-mean and unit variance
as in [22]. The number of errors for the proposed method
and other state-of-the-art algorithms in this field is reported in
Table I. The performance of the proposed method is the best
or very close to the best in each column of Table I. Although
RSFM performance in terms of error rate is very close to
the other methods reported in Table I, there is a significant
difference. RSFM is able to select the features and samples
simultaneously just like JCFO. The RSFM outperforms JCFO
in the two aspects: 1) in RSFM the kernel width parameter
is not used for feature selection and so can be employed for
improving the performance. For example, we can use multikernel methods in RSFM, 2) the computational complexity of
RSFM is at the same order of RVM and so it is better than
JCFO (as reported in [22] JCFO suffers from slow speed and
high complexity).
In this experiment, the kernel width for the proposed method
is chosen based on using cross-validation. RSFM selected 2
out of 80 samples and 3 out of 5 features in the crabs data set,
5 out of 200 samples and 5 out of 7 features in the Pima data
set, and 6 out of 300 samples and 7 out of 30 features in the
WBC data set. Therefore, RSFM can find a sparse classifier
for these data sets both in sample and feature domains. The
RSFM classifier sparsity is better or at least equal to JCFO
(which is reported in [22]).

In the third set of experiments, RSFM is evaluated on
MNIST, a large publicly available data set. MNIST consists
of 28 × 28 handwritten digit images. Each class of a digit
includes about 6000 samples for training and 1000 samples for
testing. To evaluate RSFM as a binary classifier, we focused
the experiments on discriminating the two digits 0 and 8 and
also the most challenging two digits 9 and 4. First each image
in the data set is vectorized to a 784 × 1 vector, then the
values of vectors are normalized by 255. Finally, in order
to investigate the ability of RSFM in eliminating the noisy
features, 200 random features drawn from the standard normal
distribution are padded to each sample.
The MNIST is a large database containing enough instances
for training and testing. Accordingly, we used three disjoint
sets for training, validation, and testing. In our setup, the
validation set is used to adjust the kernel width of the RSFM.
This set has the same size as the training set. The results of
the experiments with the testing set are presented in Table II.
For each training sample size (N) of this table, N random
samples of the database were chosen as the training set and
another N random samples as the validation set. After tuning
the kernel width parameter on the validation set for the best
accuracy, we tested the trained model on the predefined testing
set including about 2000 samples. These stages were repeated
for 10 runs in each case. The average results of these tests are
reported in Table II. The same procedure was performed for
the competing method Weighted SVM where the validation set
was used for tuning its error-margin trade-off parameter C.
Table II summarizes the tests with the RSFM and the
weighted SVM on all of the 1991 test samples after training
them with different training sample sizes in a digit 4 versus
digit 9 classification problem. The results in Table II show that
the error rate of the RSFM in distinguishing 4 against 9 is very
close to the weighted SVM. However, the number of relevance
samples in the RSFM is smaller than the weighted SVM.
Moreover, the training times of both algorithms presented in
this table demonstrate that the training time with RSFM is
smaller in comparison with the weighted SVM, the advantage
increasing for larger training sizes. The same conclusions can
be drawn from the digit 8 versus digit 0 recognition test also
included in the table.
D. Results on Gene Expression Data Sets
In this section, the RSFM is further evaluated on two highdimensional data sets. AML/ALL4 and Colon5 are two wellknown gene expression data sets [22] that are employed in
a set of experiments described here. The data sets include
samples with a high number of features. AML/ALL consists
of 72 samples each with 7129 features and Colon includes
62 instances each with 2000 attributes. In these two data sets
most of the features are irrelevant [22]. Therefore, applying
a classification method with feature selection capability is
desirable. Table III illustrates the results of evaluating RSFM
4 acute
myeloid
leukemia/acute
lymphoblastic
http://www.genome.wi.mit.edu/mpr/table-AML-ALL-samples.rtf
5 http://microarray.princeton.edu/oncology/affydata/index.html

leukemia:
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TABLE II
Performance of RSFM and Weighted SVM on MNIST Data Set for 4 Versus 9 and 8 Versus 0 Recognition
# training
Samples

9 versus 4
# SV

100
200
300
400
600
1000

55
72
56
48
71
81

Weighted SVM
# SF
Acc.
(%)
60
76
108
94
127
97

89.50
89.95
89.85
90.96
90.10
93.92

time
(S)

# RV

2.38
6.83
8.22
13.21
25.36
68.65

9
18
20
20
31
33

8 versus 0
RSFM
# RF
Acc.
(%)

time
(S)

# SV

42
84
112
84
84
98

0.72
1.42
2.31
2.34
3.49
5.77

21
23
26
26
26
41

88.25
88.80
91.46
90.06
90.39
91.62

TABLE III
Accuracy of Diagnostic Classification With Gene Experssion
Data Sets
Classifier
Adaboosting (Decision stumps) [34]
SVM (Linear Kernel) [34]
SVM (Quadratic Kernel) [34]
Logistic regression [22]
RVM [22]
Sparse probit regression [22]
Sparse probit regression (Linear Kernel) [22]
Sparse probit regression (Quadratic Kernel) [22]
JCFO (Linear Kernel) [22]
JCFO (Quadratic Kernel) [22]
RSFM

AML/ALL
95.8
94.4
95.8
97.2
97.2
97.2
97.2
95.8
100.0
98.6
97.2

Colon
72.6
77.4
74.2
71.0
88.7
88.7
91.9
84.6
96.8
88.7
88.7

as well as other competing methods on these data sets. The
accuracy is computed using a leave-one-out cross-validation
procedure exactly as reported in [22]. As shown, the results
are the same as RVM and very close to the JCFO.

E. Results on Human-Based Object Recognition
1) Cognitive Views: A theory in neuroscience states that if
one’s standpoint is appropriate in observing an object partially,
his/her mind would virtually reconstruct the rest of the 3-D
object if he/she has already known that object [24]. From this
theory, we infer that a human being gets visual cognition
by observing enough samples of an object class from all
possible view angles and obtaining a sparse representation
of views from a sparse representation of samples. We will
show in this section that this behavior is properly modeled
by the proposed RSFM in the binary classification. Views of
an object can be regarded as features of that object. In this
section, we will use feature and view interchangeably. The
RSFM finds the sparse representation of the class members
(relevance samples or R.S.), and the sparse representation of
the view angles (relevance features (views) or R.F.) that are
sufficient for recognizing a particular set of objects. These
selected view angles are what we refer to as cognitive views.
Applying RSFM for 3-D objects is too complex. A simplified environment for 2-D object classification via object
boundary curves is presented in this section. A single view
in the 2-D case is a segmented part of the boundary curve

Weighted SVM
# SF
Acc.
(%)
24
25
29
56
57
60

97.75
97.29
98.47
98.16
98.87
97.29

time
(S)

# RV

2.76
6.38
10.72
17.30
32.43
86.41

5
6
5
9
5
6

RSFM
# RF
Acc.
(%)
56
70
42
42
28
28

97.34
97.13
97.65
98.41
97.96
97.75

time
(S)
0.36
0.59
1.18
1.42
3.20
5.22

that has much lower complexity than a single view in a 3-D
case which in itself is a 2-D picture.
2) Feature Extraction: The previously explained 2-D
environment includes different types of boundary curves as
objects for which feature extraction will be realized as follows.
1) Step1: Obtain a silhouette image and extract 1D representation of the silhouette image using centroidal
distance profile (CDP) [35], [36].
2) Step2: Divide the CDP into overlapping intervals that
are unwrapped segments of the boundary curve.
Output of the second step is the unwrapped version of
the views. In fact, views are the boundary segments that
could be seen when an imaginary observer with a limited
view angle stands at the center-of-mass of the object. This
imaginary observer spans the 360° with several views. Clearly,
the number of views depends on the observer angle-of-view.
Since the observer stands at the object center of mass,
the views are robust against translation. As the observer’s
angle-of-view is fixed, for the same but scaled objects this
method yields the same views but only with different mean
values. This issue is compensated by making the mean value
of the resultant views equal to zero. Rotation could also be
compensated by applying a chain code to the boundary curves.
Therefore, we will have a number of segments from a zero
mean CDP, called views, which are invariant with respect to
rotation, scaling, and translation. Cognitive views are those
that RSFM will choose as the sparse set of views during its
training stage.
3) Generated Data Set: The performance of the proposed
algorithm is evaluated on a 2-D data set. The data set consists
of five classes of 2-D objects: Apple brand logos, mugs,
directions, bottles, and cars. We generated this data set by
presenting a sample for each of these objects to 28 people and
asking them to draw four samples of each exemplary object.
In this way, every person intuitively drew four objects based
on the presented sample picture. As a result, a rich data set
with high diversity that is necessary for algorithm evaluation
was obtained. Some samples of this data set are presented in
Fig. 4.
For any particular object, several views were extracted using
the method explained in the previous subsection. Initially, the
center of polar coordinates is placed at the center-of-mass
of the object. Then, the 360° of the angular coordinate is
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Fig. 5. Comparison of RSFM and RVM on binary classification experiments:
Classification accuracy on 10 cases: Apple brand logos versus Mugs (A, M),
Apple brand logos versus Bottles (A, B), Apple brand logos versus Directions
(A, D), Mugs versus Bottles (M, B), Mugs versus Cars (M, C), Mugs versus
Directions (M, D) Bottles versus Cars (B, C), Bottles versus Directions (B,
D), Cars versus Directions (C, D).

Fig. 4.

Some samples of our data set.

quantized into 100 points. Each object of the data set would
be presented by a 100 point-centroidal distance vector. This
vector is divided into equally segmented intervals. Different
number of views with corresponding dimensions could be
obtained for an object by changing the length of its segments.
4) Experiment Setup: In this experiment, the performance
of the proposed RSFM method is evaluated by comparing it
with the regular RVM. Although, the idea of cognitive views
proposed in this paper is embedded only in RSFM, comparison
of RSFM and RVM can demonstrate the efficiency of RSFM
in classification task.
For the case of RSFM, we partition the 100-point vector
assigned to each object into 10 views. In contrast, there are
no views in the case of RVM and the full 100-point vector
would be directly used by the RVM.
Since there are five classes of objects in the data set,
there are ten possible experiments of binary classification.
In the upcoming subsections, the accuracy of the proposed
model will be evaluated by the misclassification error rate.
In addition, the number of employed relevance samples and
relevance views provide a measure of the system complexity.
5) Misclassification Error: Fig. 5 summarizes the performance comparison of RSFM and RVM on binary classification
experiments using our data set. Since the number of samples
in each experiment is small (224 samples), we implemented
an eight-fold cross validation in each case and reported the
average accuracy along with the error bars in Fig. 5. This
figure shows the average object classification accuracy for
RSFM and RVM in ten different experiments. As depicted
in Fig. 5, the performances of RSFM and RVM are almost
the same on an average. However, RSFM uses only a few
numbers of views (CDP segments) while RVM requires the
full length CDP. It is worth mentioning that the number of
misclassified objects using the RSFM does not exceed 2 out
of 28 on average where the worst-case scenario is attributed
to the classification experiment of Apple brand logos versus
Bottles.

6) System Complexity: System complexity is correlated
with the model sparsity. RSFM model is designed to be sparse
in two domains, samples and features. As a result, the system
complexity of the RSFM is less than the RVM, which is sparse
only in sample domain. Table II summarizes the performance
comparison of RSFM and RVM. On average, RSFM uses 3.3
relevance samples for a classification task while this value is
3.5 when using RVM. Thus, RSFM achieves almost the same
level of sparsity in the sample domain as RVM. The advantage
of our proposed method can be verified by considering the
number of relevance views in RSFM learned model. On
average, only 2.5 views out of 10 are required by RSFM to
reach almost the same classification error when compared to
RVM that uses all available visual information. While RVM
employs the full length CDP vector, RSFM requires only a
fraction of the CDP called views. To quantitatively compare
the complexities, we define the visual points used in the
learned model (VPULM) to determine the amount of required
visual information for achieving a specified accuracy.
#ofR.S. × #ofR.V. × 10
#ofR.S. × 100

for RSFM
for RVM
(50)
As Table IV illustrates, the error rates of RSFM and RVM
are very close but RSFM benefits from much smaller VPULM
values. This reduces the system complexity of our proposed
method when compared to RVM.
As evaluated by our extensive experiments the computational cost of RSFM is very close to the RVM. The training
time of RSFM is very close to that of RVM and the testing
time is less than RVM due to feature pruning.
7) Discussion on Cognitive Views: As described earlier,
our proposed algorithm is inspired by human visual object
recognition and is capable of finding a few number of views
that are sufficient for recognition. This stands against exploiting the complete length of an object boundary for performing
such task. In this section, we describe the idea of cognitive
views in the light of the observations obtained from our
experiments.
As Table IV shows, RSFM completes its training stage
for the experiment of Bottles versus Cars (B versus C)
classification by designating two objects as the relevance
samples. These objects are illustrated in Fig. 6. In spite
VPULM =
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Fig. 8. Few bottles with the same behavior at the view corresponding to the
car’s hood.

Fig. 6. Relevance samples and relevance views in Bottles versus Cars
classification experiment.

Fig. 9. Relevance samples and relevance views in Apple brand logos versus
Mugs classification experiment.

Fig. 10. Within-class variation in Apple brand logo class. Varied bitten parts
in the top row and varied stalk parts in the down row.

Fig. 7. Relevance samples and relevance views in Mugs versus Cars classification experiment.

of a considerable within-class variation in the data set, the
RSFM learning algorithm is capable of performing an accurate
generalization by selecting only one sample from each class
as their corresponding prototypes. Both RSFM and RVM
carry B versus C classification with 100% accuracy. However,
while RVM uses the complete CDP of the silhouettes of two
relevance samples (200 visual points), RSFM finds only two
views of the two samples that are sufficient to differentiate
between the two classes. These two views each with a length
of 10 points result in only 40 visual points versus the 200
ones that RVM uses for performing the same task. The two
relevance views chosen by RSFM are depicted in Fig. 6.
Fig. 7 shows relevance samples and their highlighted relevance views in the experiment of M versus C classification.
It is interesting how the learning machine would choose a
different car object from the class of cars when it is going to
be differentiated from the mug objects rather than bottles.
Comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 shows that RSFM has selected
neither the same car object as its relevance sample nor the
same views. This is due to the similarity of the view sampling
the car’s hood and the corresponding view in many of the
bottle objects in our data set. So, using this view in the

classification of bottles versus cars will most probably result
in several misclassified objects. Fig. 8 shows several of these
bottle objects. In contrast, the view of the car’s hood is a good
discriminative one in Mugs versus Cars classification as can
be seen in Fig. 7.
Fig. 9 shows six relevance samples (3 Apple brand logos
and 3 mugs) that RSFM has selected for the classification
experiment of Apple brand logos versus Mugs. As depicted,
the selected view on the top is very discriminative. However,
some Apple brand logo objects (illustrated in Fig. 10) do
not have a distinctive stalk. Therefore, RSFM selects another
cognitive view to discriminate those controversial objects from
mugs. This view is on the bottom-left corner. Because of the
morphologic diversity among mugs from horizontal expansion
to vertical expansion, the proposed algorithm selects 3 mug
objects as the relevance samples instead of only one. Variation
among Apple brand logo objects especially in the stalk and
bitten parts, shown in Fig. 10, forces RSFM to select three
relevance samples from Apple brand logo class.
Two examples of misclassified objects are shown in Fig. 11.
The object on the left is misclassified because the corresponding view to stalk part is relatively flat in this object and more
similar to the associated view in mugs rather than Apple brand
logos. For the misclassified object on the right, despite well
discriminative view of the stalk, the other view is more similar
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TABLE IV
System Complexity and Performance Comparisons of RSFM and RVM. Abbreviations Are the Same as Those in Fig. 5
Classification
Experiment

# of Relevance
Samples

A versus. M
A versus B
A versus C
A versus D
M versus B
M versus C
M versus D
B versus C
B versus D
C versus D

RSFM
6
5
1
2
7
2
2
2
1
5

RVM
3
11
2
2
5
2
4
2
2
2

# of Relevance
Views for RSFM

2
2
1
3
3
2
3
2
3
4

# of Visual points used
in Learned Model
(out of 11200)
RSFM
RVM
120
300
100
1100
10
200
60
200
210
500
40
200
60
400
40
200
30
200
200
200

Fig. 11. Misclassified objects in Apple brand logos versus Mugs classification experiment.

to the bottom-left views of the first and third R.S. mugs in
Fig. 9.
F. Computational Complexity
The RSFM algorithm is an iterative calculation of (34), (35),
and (36) alongside the equations (26), (27), (28), and (29)
as described in Algorithm 1 in Section II-C. Computation
of these equations is obtained via Cholesky decomposition
of terms β2 Tλ λ + Aw and β2 Tw w + Aλ which are of the
orders O(N 3 ) and O(L3 ), respectively. In practical applications
N >> L, thus the computational cost is comparable to that of
the classical RVM (O(N 3 )).

IV. Conclusion
A. Discussion
In this paper, we presented a novel machine learning algorithm for joint feature and sample selection. To this end
we extended the classical RVM formulation and introduced
a novel separable model in sample and feature domains. We
also presented the Bayesian inference of the proposed model
and the learning algorithm based on marginal likelihood maximization using an EM procedure. Briefly, the main offerings
of the RSFM can be summarized as
1) determination of relevant samples and at the same time
relevant features by introducing a model including two
separate parameter sets for sample and feature domains
and without employing the kernel scaling parameter for
feature selection;
2) fast convergence due to the use of EM-based optimization in comparison to the JCFO that uses conjugate
gradient;

Error rate (%)

RSFM
1.786
2.679
0
0
1.786
0
0
0
2.679
8.036

RVM
0.893
3.571
0.893
0.893
2.679
1.786
0.893
0
0.893
4.465

Training Time
(seconds)
RSFM
0.5587
0.5598
0.8705
0.5606
0.5234
0.4583
0.5368
0.4846
0.8478
0.5710

RVM
0.2421
0.3176
0.6063
0.7838
0.3548
0.7040
0.4125
0.5275
0.6146
0.4572

3) providing probabilistic predictions in contrast to embedded feature selection methods on SVM presented in [24]
and [25] that only produce a point estimation;
4) robustness against irrelevant and noisy features.
The proposed algorithm was tested on two synthetic data
sets, three benchmark data sets, a large handwritten digit
data set, two high-dimensional gene expression data sets and
our generated data set. Experimental results on the synthetic
data sets indicate that our proposed method (RSFM) is robust
against added irrelevant features and successful in elimination
of noisy features and its performance is almost the same as
other embedded methods (JCFO, JFSCL, and two extensions
on SVM) and superior to RVM and SVM. We also compared
our proposed method with other state-of-the-art algorithms
(e.g., Gaussian Process, Sparse probit regression, and JCFO)
on three benchmark data sets. This set of experiments shows
that the classification accuracy of RSFM is superior or very
close to the best algorithm.
While JCFO achieves feature selection through adjusting
the kernel scaling parameter, JFSCL achieves this by adding
a term to the RVM cost function. In contrast, simultaneous
feature and sample selection is obtained in our proposed
RSFM by introducing a model including two separate parameter sets. RSFM is potentially more capable than JCFO
since in RSFM the kernel width parameter is not used for
feature selection and so can be employed for improving
the performance. Furthermore, multikernel methods [15] are
shown to improve the classification performance for example
in RVM. RSFM is capable of employing multikernel methods
and we are currently extending the proposed RSFM to a
multikernel one. Finally, both JCFO and JFSCL suffer from
heavy computational complexities as the authors reported in
[22] and [23]. Our proposed RSFM, however, enjoys a low
computational complexity (which is almost the same as RVM)
due to the use of EM-based optimization. Therefore, the
training time of the RSFM is much less than JCFO (which
uses conjugate gradient for its optimization) and very close to
RVM as the presented evaluation results in this paper show.
B. Future Work
As our extensive experimental results on various data sets
show, the proposed RSFM algorithm is successful in simulta-
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neous feature selection and classification. However, there are
some drawbacks for the RSFM alongside all its benefits. First,
using the EM-based maximization guarantees convergence
only to a local optimum. However, in many experiments
we have performed, we have not encountered any noticeable
problem. Second, the matrix inversion in calculation of λ
and w is a limitation in implementing RSFM for large data
sets. Of course this is a common problem for all kernel-based
methods [22]. We are currently solving this limitation for large
data sets by extending the RSFM to an incremental one based
on the fast marginal likelihood maximization [16]. Extending
the RSFM to a multiclass one is another future plan based on
the multiclass model presented in [17].
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